We present BABAR experiment studies to measure the CKM angle α of the Unitarity Triangle. The measurements are based on the B meson decays into the two-body state (ππ), the quasi two-body state (ρρ), and the three-body state (π 
6¤
. Combining all constraints on α determined at BABAR, we obtain a value of α § £ 
Introduction
The study of B meson decays into charmless hadronic final states # b $ u% plays an important role in the understanding of CP violation in the B system. In the Standard Model, CP violation arises from a single complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark-mixing matrix V ij [1] .
Measurements of the time-dependent CP-violating asymmetry in the B 0
ub4 of the Unitarity Triangle. However, in contrast to the theoretically clean determination of the angle β in B 0 decays to charmonium final states, the extraction of α in B 0
, is complicated by the interference of tree and penguin amplitudes with different weak phases. The contribution of the latter may be evaluated assuming isospin symmetry and using measurements of the branching fractions of the isospin-related decays B 0
. Another method [3] , also based on isospin asymmetry, allows us to measure directly α by studying B 0 
Analysis Overview
Signal decays are identified kinematically using two variables, the difference ∆E between the center-of-mass (CM) energy of the B rec candidate and 
is suppressed by its topology. In the CM frame, we define discriminating variables based on the event shapes. These variables are combined in a single variable x sep , either a Fisher discriminant [5] or a neural network output [6, 7] .
The time difference ∆t is obtained from the known boost of the e& e' system and the measured distance between the z positions of the B rec and B tag decay vertices. A detailed description of this algorithm is given in Ref. [8] . To determine the flavor of the B tag we use the tagging algorithm of Ref. [8] . This produces five mutually exclusive tagging categories.
We use unbinned extended maximum likelihood fits to extract yields and CP-violating parameters. The likelihood combines the various discriminating variables:
π 0 analysis, resonance mass and helicity angles for ρρ analysis. Each component of the data sample (correctly and mis-reconstructed signal, continuum, charm and charmless B backgrounds) has its own modeling in the likelihood. 
Measurement of α with
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Summary of the BABAR results on α
Combining all constraints on α obtained at BABAR, gives a value of α g 1 03
in good agreement with the global CKM fit using other world measurements. The ρρ mode gives the best single measurement, but has mirror solutions that are disfavored thanks to the Dalitz analysis results. The contribution to the constraint from the ππ modes is limited, mostly due to the large penguin pollution.
Accuracy will improve in the future with more data, and with updates of the ρ ρ 0 and ρ ρ branching ratios using our full data sample. The measurement of the ρ 0 ρ 0 branching ratio is the limiting factor. Once the ρ 0 ρ 0 channel is observed, a time-dependent CP analysis could also provide additional constraints.
